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Patent Assertion Entity Activity: An FTC Study 

Comments of a Study Participant 

By Scott W. Burt11 

Conversant Intellectual Property Management Inc.12 participated in the Federal Trade 
Commission’s study of patent assertions entity (PAE) activity.13  Conversant welcomed the FTC 
study precisely because, as Commissioner Maureen Ohlhausen recently put it, prior discussions of 
PAEs “have been light on facts and heavy on aspersions”.14  Conversant believed that only this kind 
of deeper analysis by an impartial body would put to rest the “patent troll” label applied to 
professional patent licensing companies.   Indeed, the FTC Study recognized the core distinction in 
PAE business models between what it terms “Litigation PAEs” and “Portfolio PAEs”.  According to 
the FTC’s definitions, Conversant is characterized as a “Portfolio PAE”15 that it recognizes may 
perform an efficient function of patent aggregation and portfolio licensing. 

Conversant’s Background 

Conversant is a 41-year-old technology company founded in 1975 as a designer of 
semiconductor DRAM memory chips.  By the 1990s, Conversant’s innovative, patented DRAM 
technology had been widely adopted,  but mostly without permission.  The company responded by 
actively and successfully licensing its DRAM patent portfolio.  Over time, Conversant focused 
increasingly on IP management as a way to capitalize on its patenting and licensing expertise.  
While Conversant continues to obtain patents from its legacy of memory research and 
development, most of Conversant’s roughly 3,000 patent portfolio has been the result of patent 
acquisitions, many from innovators who have concluded that Conversant could more efficiently 
license or enforce those patent rights.  

Today Conversant is a patent licensing company that, as the FTC study notes, “most closely 
resemble[s] the licensing arms of manufacturing firms.”16  Conversant is committed to responsible 

11 Senior Vice President, Chief Intellectual Property Officer & General Counsel, Conversant Intellectual Property 

Management.  

12 See Conversant Intellectual Property Management Inc. site at http://www.conversantip.com. 

13 Federal Trade Commission, Patent Assertion Entity Activity: An FTC Study (Oct. 2016) (“PAE STUDY”), at 

https://www.ftc.gov/reports/patent-assertion-entity-activity-ftc-study. 

14 Maureen K. Ohlhausen, The FTC PAE Study in Context, Remarks at the Technology Policy Institute, Washington, 

D.C. (Oct. 20, 2016), https://www.ftc.gov/public-statements/2016/10/prepared-remarks-commissioner-maureen-k-

ohlhausen-ftc-pae-study-context at 1. 

15 “Portfolio PAEs negotiated licenses covering large portfolios, often containing hundreds or thousands of 

patents, frequently without first suing the alleged infringer.”  PAE STUDY at 3.  Conversant’s research and development 

prior to and during the 2009-2014 study period also would make it an NPE (“‘Non-practicing entity’ or ‘NPE’ means 

patent owners that primarily seek to develop and transfer technology.”  PAE STUDY at A-2.), except that Conversant’s 

technology development has been in memory chips, not the wireless chipsets at issue in the study. 

16 PAE STUDY at 45. 
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Patent Licensing Principles17, which the company developed in 2013 and which align with the four 
recommendations of the FTC study.18 

The FTC Study Confirms That Patent Licensing Companies Behave Differently From  Patent 

Litigation Entities 

The FTC carefully points out that it conducted a “case study, not a statistical sampling that 
tests hypotheses about the full universe of PAEs”.19  Yet even within the limitations of its case 
study, “the standout conclusion was that there is no one PAE business model.  Rather, a glaring 

distinction exists between Portfolio PAEs, on the one hand, and Litigation PAEs, on the other.”20  
According to the FTC’s definitions, of the 22 PAEs21 in the study, Conversant is one of the four 
“Portfolio PAEs.”22   

The FTC observed that Portfolio PAEs like Conversant “most closely resembled the 
licensing arms of manufacturing firms”23 that seek to negotiate portfolio licenses without resort to 
litigation: 

Portfolio PAEs generally reached licensing commitments without bringing litigation against 
a potential licensee …  In lieu of litigation, licensing executives hired by Portfolio PAEs 

17 Conversant Intellectual Property Management Inc., Patent Licensing Principles (Nov. 2013), 

http://www.conversantip.com//wp-content/uploads/Conversant-Patent-Licensing-Principles.pdf. 

18 See id, Principle 9, “A licensor should initiate litigation only for the purpose of obtaining appropriate 

compensation for the use of its patented technology, or that of a related portfolio of patents, and never for the purpose 

of achieving a nuisance or litigation-cost-based settlement,” aligns with the FTC’s first recommendation to examine 

discovery costs to minimize the ability of some Litigation PAEs to seek nuisance settlements.  PAE STUDY at 9-11.  

Principle 1, “A patent’s true, direct ownership should always be disclosed and never hidden behind shell or sham 

companies,” aligns with the FTC’s second recommendation to consider changes to the party disclosure requirements 

of Federal Rule P. 7.1 to deal with a lack of transparency among some Litigation PAEs.  PAE STUDY at 11.  Principle 4, 

“Although a licensor is by law free to license anywhere in a chain of distribution, a responsible licensor generally 

should not seek licenses from or threaten litigation against a business such as a start-up company, a local retailer or a 

small end-user customer unless it directly competes against the licensor,” aligns with the FTC’s third recommendation 

to consider ways to protect retailers from inappropriate suits by Litigation PAEs.  PAE STUDY at 12.  Finally, Principle 3 

(relating to licensing negotiations that usually should precede any litigation), “The licensor should be willing to 

provide documented evidence of use, including claim charts, to the licensee for its review,” aligns with the FTC’s final 

recommendation to consider ways to provide early notice of the basis of infringement claims by Litigation PAEs.  PAE 

STUDY at 12. 

19 Ohlhausen at 11.  See, e.g., PAE STUDY at E-4 (“The proposed study has two components: (1) a case study of 25 

PAEs reflecting different types of PAE business models …”).   

20 Ohlhausen at 11 (emphasis added).  See PAE STUDY at 42. 

21 PAE STUDY at 2. 

22 “Portfolio PAEs negotiated licenses covering large portfolios, often containing hundreds or thousands of 

patents, frequently without first suing the alleged infringer.”  PAE STUDY at 3.  Conversant’s research and development 

prior to and during the 2009-2014 study period also would make it an NPE (“‘Non-practicing entity’ or ‘NPE’ means 

patent owners that primarily seek to develop and transfer technology.”  PAE STUDY at A-2.), except that Conversant’s 

technology development has been in memory chips, not the wireless chipsets at issue in the study. 

23 PAE STUDY at 45. 
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typically began negotiations by reaching out to a large network of contacts and offering a 
portfolio license.24 

As specialized patent licensing companies, Portfolio PAEs are part of the complex and evolving 
intellectual property development, licensing, and implementation ecosystem that is developing 
new business models and new markets for intellectual property.   

Commissioner Ohlhausen recognized the potential market benefits of specialist patent licensing 
companies in recent remarks:  

All told, Portfolio PAEs engage in conduct that is potentially consistent with an efficient 
aggregation service.  Given the sums that change hands in arms-length transactions 
between Portfolio PAEs and their licensees – amounts that seem often to exceed the cost of 
litigation – it appears that technology users paid sums that may reflect the quality of the 
licensed patents.  Furthermore, in aggregating thousands of presumably complementary 
patents into a single source, Portfolio PAEs may alleviate royalty-stacking effects associated 
with divided ownership of complementary property rights.25 

Portfolio PAEs play a valuable role, especially in a world where the companies that perform 
the technological research and development, make the innovation, and own the resulting patent 
portfolios may no longer be the same companies that implement that technology.  Not every 
inventor need engage in the type of self-help that characterized Conversant’s own evolution in 
order to reap the rewards from its innovations.  Portfolio PAEs provide an efficient connection 
between technology innovators and implementing licensees to reward and incentivize the 
innovative activity.26   

Litigation PAEs, on the other hand, typically pursue sue-and-settle behavior.  Few licenses 
are concluded in the absence of litigation and their relatively early and low-dollar settlements led 
the FTC to conclude that “the behavior of Litigation PAEs is consistent with nuisance litigation”.27 

The FTC recognizes in its study that a label can be “unhelpful because it invites pre-
judgment about the societal impact of patent assertion activity without an understanding of the 
underlying business model that fuels such activity”.28  Its own study shows that it is time to shed 

24 PAE STUDY at 46. 

25 Ohlhausen at 12. 

26 See Ohlhausen at 6-7 (“There was – and perhaps is – a disconnect between upstream inventors and the 

downstream manufacturers that sell technological products to consumers. If an intermediary were to emerge that 

efficiently bridged the gap between patentees and technology users, it could bring new solutions and functionality to 

manufacturers while rewarding patentees and encouraging further innovation.”). 

27 PAE STUDY at 4.  Because the FTC study did not examine the circumstance of any particular case, some 

commentators have pointed out that the study cannot unequivocally support the view that this is all nuisance 

litigation as opposed to low-value litigation.  See Michael Risch, The Long Awaited FTC Study on Patent Assertion and 

Nuisance Litigation, Post in the Written Description blog, (Oct. 6, 2016), 

http://writtendescription.blogspot.ca/2016/10/the-long-awaited-ftc-study-on-patent_6.html. 

28 PAE STUDY at 13 (discussing the pejorative “patent troll”). 
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the unhelpful and overbroad “PAE” label once and for all when talking about particular behaviors 
and policies directed at those behaviors.  To do otherwise would risk elevating form over 
substance and burying the “glaring distinction” that was a central finding of the report.   

The FTC’s Policy Recommendations – Directed at Patent Litigation Entities – Should Be 

Considered in the Context of the Multi-Billion-Dollar Patent Licensing Industry 

Represented by the Patent Licensing Companies 

In its study the FTC offers four recommendations for legislative and judicial reform.29  
These recommendations all are aimed at patent litigation entities (Litigation PAEs) and their 
behavior found consistent with nuisance litigation.30  The FTC recognizes that “infringement 
litigation plays an important role in protecting patent rights, and that a robust judicial system 
promotes respect for the patent laws,” offering its recommendations as a “balance” between the 
need to protect patent rights through patent litigation and the problems caused by nuisance-
litigation behavior.31  In striking that balance, Conversant urges policymakers to carefully weigh 
the interests of patent licensing companies, including both the Portfolio PAEs in the study and the 
“licensing  arms of manufacturing firms”32 to which they compare. 

The numbers in the FTC study itself show the relative size of the interests.  The 18 patent 
litigation entities studied filed 96% of the cases, but generated only 20% of the measured revenue, 
amounting to $800 million from 2009 to 2014.33  The four patent licensing companies, by contrast, 
litigated rarely, yet their licensing activities resulted in high-value licenses that generated $3.2 
billion during that period.34  The licensing activities of those four patent licensing companies in 
the study, moreover, make up only a small part of the overall patent licensing industry.  The 
annual revenues generated by patent licensing in the United States are estimated to exceed $150 
billion,35 an amount approaching $1 trillion over the study period – about 1,000 times the 
revenues of the patent litigation entities studied.    

While there would seem to be little objection towards efforts to reduce the burdens 
associated with “nuisance litigation,” in the pursuit of this worthy goal, we must be careful not to 
do disproportionate harm to legitimate interests.   Any change to the patent litigation system that 

29 PAE STUDY at 8-13.  Some commentators find a “disconnect” between the study and its recommendations. See 

Michael Macagnone, DC Circ. Judge Challenges FTC Patent Study Suggestions, Law360 (Oct. 13, 2016), 

http://www.law360.com/articles/851324/dc-circ-judge-challenges-ftc-patent-study-suggestions (quoting D.C. 

Circuit Judge Douglas Ginsburg, “The study is neither sufficient nor necessary to support the recommendations, some 

of which are worth consideration or implementation on their own. There is simply a logical disconnect between the 

study and the recommendations.”). 

30 PAE STUDY at 8-9 (introductory paragraph to recommendations solely discussing Litigation PAEs). 

31 PAE STUDY at 9. 

32 PAE STUDY at 45. 

33 PAE STUDY at 4. 

34 PAE STUDY at 3. 

35 See Yuichi Watanabe, Note, Patent Licensing and the Emergence of a New Patent Market, 2009 Hous. Bus. & 

Tax J. 445, 449 n.24. 
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make patents harder and more expensive to enforce risks devaluing the patent assets that 
underlie those licenses, and that in turn may have a direct impact on the overall patent licensing 
industry and the innovative activity that it supports.  




